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   From the Pulpit... 
 

“Not Comfortable, but Comforted” 
Rev. Julie Sheridan-Smith – Preaching 

Mark 8:31-37, John 6: 25-29 

February 28,2021 

Second Sunday in Lent 
 

If we were to pause to think about, or even create a list of those things Jesus did and taught   

before we get to the reading from Mark, that Marty read, it would be easy to understand why the 

number of followers increased and became crowds of people along the way.                         I 

imagine we would want to be part of that crowd too. 

And just before this Jesus has asked the classic question that comes before all of us at some point 

– “Who do you say I am?” 

And I am not sure if Peter’s answer, “You are the Messiah” in that moment was something that 

he stumbled into, trying to understand where the healings, feeding multitudes, and walking on 

water was leading to.                                                                                                                                    

Or - did his answer come from a completely convicted in that moment…but not yet challenged 

response to all he had seen?  Thank goodness for Peter, because he shows us both the strength 

and struggle of convictions. 

 

After all, how do we respond?                                                                                                                   

Some of us might say, well it’s obvious, I answered that question years ago.  It was part of that 

church, or faith “thing” I grew up with.  I do not remember a time when I thought otherwise.                                                 

For some, the way we understand and answer this has changed; or perhaps even been set aside – 

feeling that the idea of a Messiah or Savior has no real implications for the everyday.                               

For others the answer has grown into something very different from where they started.                             

And still, some come to this question - later, with a response that is sparked by an event or 

person or a wow experience that cracked open their heart and mind.                                                                                      

But maybe we have simply stumbled in and feel comfortable claiming this as truth. 

 

And given all this preamble, I remind us again that what we are considering these weeks are 

framed by taking in the many aspects of simply being who we are and offering that to God…and 

the variety of ways God may be working within us.  

  

In that first reading from Mark’s gospel, we get Peter behaving I think, as we do 
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sometimes…thinking we can manage God – telling God what to do.                                                                                                                      

Jesus has spoken some hard words- he has spoken clearly and openly. This is not a parable; it is 

the path he will travel.   And so, things get uncomfortable, not only for Peter and the other 

disciples, but for that unnamed crowd. 

 

Jesus says, “If you want to become my followers…” 

Well, jeepers, according to the church covenant we have already claimed that! We say that we 

“…walk in the ways of the Lord.”  Do we take this on as a an exciting, enticing invitation… to 

deny ourselves, take up the cross and follow? 

 

What happens in the disciples lives when they are challenged beyond simply being with Jesus 

and watching what he does? What happens in our lives when we are challenged beyond hearing 

about what Jesus did? 

What does take up your cross and deny yourself mean? It doesn’t sound very comforting. 

 

There are traditions that some of us grew up with that are a part of those “things we do during 

Lent” that involve denying ourselves of – something - or taking “up” something extra- both I 

believe intended to help us understand or relate to Jesus’ life, work, and yes death- before we get 

to the Easter conclusion and it’s joy and comfort.  

 

But really, this is not an easy task.  It can be uncomfortable to contemplate what that might look 

like in our individual lives.  Uncomfortable enough that we would rather not think too hard about 

this, especially now when for so many there have been enough losses, emotional and physical 

pain. Especially now given the complicated extra challenges and responsibilities added into 

managing our days. 

 

And of course, you and I don’t think Jesus was talking about denying ourselves chocolate or 

soda, Facebook, or Netflix binging…or anything we might enjoy for that matter but know we 

ought to limit. But please, do not hear me criticizing any of these practices.  If this is a tool that 

opens space in your life for God, or even if it simply brings a better sense of health or 

wellbeing… they are good things. 

 

But we also need to remember that not all denying of self leads to God’s intent.  And while yes, 

we have all heard and even been encouraged by the phrase, “what does not kill you makes you 

stronger”- we also know that not all struggles or pain or loss actually makes us stronger.      

Problems, loss, struggles happen. Addictions, distractions, isolation, division – Let us pause for a 

moment of silence to name the hurt that is yours and open it to God… 

 

These things named and unnamed are part of life, whether we choose them or not.  And they are 

not always resolved in the way we hope or think we need them to be with a flip of a prayer 

switch. I think we all know this- I think we can all say at some time we have experienced this.    

But when we choose to follow as best we can, when we choose even through our own struggle to 

offer hope and mercy to others, to ourselves…this is the work of God.   

 

So how do we hear this austere and challenging invitation as Good News?                                                                                                                  

We know the stories. And they have told us that Jesus enjoyed a good meal with friends     as 
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well as those less than friendly antagonizers. He changed water into wine and he enjoyed 

hanging out with children.  And I imagine seeing people healed gave him and his followers a 

great deal of joy. 

 

What if when we hear, deny yourself and take up the cross we remember that in doing so we 

stand with Jesus,  not only in the reality of pain and suffering in the world, but also in joy,    

community, healing relationships and seeing the beloved humanity within each other that God 

sees. What if we remember that God would and will go to great lengths to relieve pain and 

brokenness and so should we, for we have said, yes, we will follow. 

 

Author Joseph Small wrote, “faith is not certainty, hope is not optimism, and love is not 

painless.” The truth of this can be uncomfortable…yet it is within this dynamic that God is at 

work in us.  That is the promise, that is the truth, if we choose to live it - if we choose to actually 

follow this way of Jesus. 

 

And yes, I would much rather stand here speaking of God’s love and grace, God’s actions,  

God’s promise of new life. And actually, I am, but through a hard lens of the scripture we have 

for today. 

Yes, we have examples to follow of those already mentioned - of Jesus’ ability to gather people,   

to be hospitable and enjoy life, to hang out with children and to bring healing to others. And it 

would be much more comfortable     to claim these things as the gifts we will be given if we 

make Peter’s claim- You are the Messiah.    And once done – THEN we will have every reason 

to be content, comfortable in all the good we have been given. 

 

I imagine for a period of time the disciples could see victory in their grasp before Jesus spoke of 

cross bearing and saving and losing their lives. More than uncomfortable to hear, much less 

understand. 

 

And when we think of Jesus’ expression and teaching of love and mercy, we might remember – 

as his followers – that he sat and broke bread with people who did not agree with his claims or 

actions. Are we comfortable doing the same?                                                                                             

And when we think of the joy of seeing others healed, we also remember that these actions were 

questioned…was it done in the right time, or place, was it done for the right people?  Are we 

comfortable with these questions?   

And of course, that image of Jesus with the children invokes a sense of peace and comfort, but it 

came with an uncomfortable challenge to rethink their concept of correct hierarchy and 

proximity to God. 

 

But I am preaching to the choir here- we are connected - in some way - to a place and people of 

faith.  And we are grateful for the comfort we receive through our relationship with God, with a 

church - some kind of community and people of faith. 

 

But this is our second season of Lent that we have begun during this Pandemic. And you may be 

tired of hearing about much less doing things differently.  But for those able to be a part of the 

small group ministries done “differently” by zoom or in person.   I have seen a growing openness 

to name struggles, I have seen a growing care for each other in tangible ways.  And while these 
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small group gatherings bring comfort (and a lot of shared advice), this has also enabled us to be 

challenged and hopefully stretched by discussions on the Bible or the book we are reading. I 

have seen this same dynamic in our board and committee meetings, where yes    there is business 

to be accomplished   but a genuine sense of community is occurring.  So yes, in these small but 

very real ways we are comforted    even as we are stretched by the concepts or task at hand, or 

the crisis of the day.  And the common ground is not one ideology, one interpretation of what to 

do, but that we share an identity as followers. 

 

In John’s gospel it is not only those chosen - close disciple’s that speak with Jesus, it is the 

crowds who are following who want to know, “What must we do to perform the works of God?”  

And Jesus encourages and comforts them saying, “This is the work of God…that you believe.”   

I think Jesus knew that witnessing a miracle would not be enough to hold their attention.  

Do we see miracles around us?  And does it matter if we can wrap an explanation   or not   

around the big and small things that surprise us? We should be reminded, those crowds that 

asked Jesus that question, “what must we do to perform the works of God?” - had just seen and 

been a part of the miraculous feeding of 5,000,    had eaten the bread that had been provided and 

yet would ask soon after that, “what sign will you give us so that we can see it - and believe.”  

 

 Really that takes us back to basics doesn’t it?  If God can take our lives, and form something in 

it - that is for our good and for others good - then it begins with believing God can and will!                                                                     

We do not have to be comfortable with God’s work in us, in fact we may not even know it    

unless we are made a bit uncomfortable within ourselves.                                                                             

But we can be comforted by believing in God’s intent for us. 

 

Amen 

 

 


